
Statistics for Microarrays: a one day tour

15 August 2007

Lab 4: Differential expression and other inference

1. In what follows we discuss gene expression data coming from a skin cancer microarray
experiment. This data set details a two-channel microarray experiment carried out on
cancerous and normal (control) skin tissue samples using 4 arrays. It was conducted
by Dr. Nighean Barr at the Cancer Research UK Beatson Laboratories in Glasgow.
The data can be found in R via the data(skin) command.

(a) T-test. The t-test is a standard way to compare the means of two populations.
Apply the t-test (t.test) to the first single gene. Does it seem that the first
gene is important?

(b) Use the apply function to apply the t-test to all genes. Use a histogram to get
an idea of how many genes can be detected to be differentially expressed.

(c) Observations on the same physical spot may be correlated. It is therefore sen-
sible to introduce a (random) effect term to take into account this additional
correlation. Use a random effects model of the following form:

> library(nlme)

> sk1<-NULL

> sk1$x<-as.factor(skin$conditions)

> sk1$y<-norm[,1]

> sk1$grp <- rep(1,8)

> g1.lme <- lme(y ~ x, dat=sk1, random=list(grp = pdIdent(~-1+z1)))

> summary(g1.lme)

> summary(g1.lme)$tTable[2,5]

Apply this to all the genes (warning: this can take 10 minutes; moreover, elimi-
nate genes 3791, 5646, 5961, 7257 and 9199 as they have convergence problems)
and plot the histogram of all the p-values. How many genes seem to be differen-
tially expressed?

(d) Use a 5% significance cut-off to determine the differentially expressed genes.

(e) Use a 5% Bonferroni corrected cut-off to determine the differentially expressed
genes.

(f) Use the Benjamini and Hochberg procedure to calculate the number of differen-
tially expressed genes at an FDR of 5%.

(g) Discuss which error rate is the more suitable one in these circumstances.
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Benjamini & Hochberg FDR procedure. Let k be the largest g (0 ≤ g ≤ n)
for which the ordered p-value (P(1) is smallest):

P(g) ≤ gα

n
;

then reject all H(g), for g = 1, 2, . . . , k, where H(g) is the associated null hypothesis.
This guarantees that the FDR is less than or equal to α.

2. In Glasgow a study was performed on biopsies of 62 breast cancer patients. For 59
genes within these biopsies their relative DNA amplification or deletion with respect
to some reference was measured. Moreover, on the patients some follow-up infor-
mation, such as age at diagnosis, follow-up time, whether or not the patient died
of breast-cancer, whether or not the patient died, the size of the tumour and the
Nottingham Prognostic Index.

The aim of this lab is to discover which genes might be associated with breast cancer
deaths. The data can be incorporated into R from the smida library by typing:
data(breast).

The DNA amplification data can be found in 62× 59 matrix breast$dat.

Additional covariates on the patients are stored as elements of the list ‘breast’:

• breast$cancer.death: 1 stands for death due to breast cancer; 0 for not yet
dead or death due to other reasons.

• breast$any.death: 1 stands for the death of the patient.

• breast$cancer.grade: pathological variable on the basis of the biopsy, describ-
ing the severity of the tumour (1= low, 3=high).

• breast$size: size of the tumour at biopsy in millimetres.

• breast$npi: Nottingham Prognostic Index, where 1 is good and 9 is bad.

(a) Classification. Use step.lda and step.knn to predict breast$cancer.death
and breast$cancer.grade on the basis of the amplification data.

i. First impute the missing values in the amplification data via the impute.missing
function and store the result in, say, bc.dat:
bc.dat <- as.matrix(impute.missing(breast$dat))

ii. Then identify the patients for which the cancer.death/cancer.grade value
is missing (say as miss.cd and miss.cg respectively), using the function
is.na().

iii. Apply the step.lda and step.knn functions to predict the cancer grade and
whether a patient will die because of cancer, e.g.
step.knn(train=bc.dat[!miss.cd,], class=breast$cancer.death[!miss.cd], test=bc.dat[miss.cd,])

iv. How many genes are selected?

v. How do the prediction models perform? How good is the misclassification
error?
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(b) Continuous prediction. Use the LASSO (lars with type="lasso") to predict
the NPI on the basis of the amplification data.

i. Create an indicator, say miss.npi for patients for whom the NPI score is
missing.

ii. Perform a LASSO regression using the function lars().

iii. Plot the LASSO object with the plot.lasso command.

iv. Use cross-validation to find the appropriate value of the tuning parameter in
the LASSO,
cv.lars(bc.dat[!miss.npi,], breast$npi[!miss.npi], type="lasso")

v. Plot the LASSO object again with plot.lasso, but now use the tuning

parameter to specify only part of the plot. Which genes are selected? Does
the amplification of these genes have a negative or positive influence on the
patient’s prospects.

(c) EXTRA PROBLEM: Clustering. Use the Breast Cancer (or Mammary
Gland) data to explore the following questions:

i. Use the sammon function plot the arrays in a two dimensional plane.

ii. Use PCA via prcomp to investigate the main structure in the data.

iii. Use hipam to perform a hierarchical clustering of the samples. You can plot
the resulting tree in several ways (see the function plot.tree).

iv. Use pamsam to cluster the genes.

v. Use twoway.pamsam to cluster both genes and samples.

vi. Use causal.plot to discover tentative relationships between clusters of gene
expression.
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